**CPI RECOMMENDED TRAINING RATIO**

CPI recommends a 1:50 Certified Instructor to staff ratio

**Simplified roll-out:**
- Each Certified Instructor conducts two 25-person trainings each year

**1 Certified Instructor** per building = quick crisis response and efficient debriefing

**THE RESULT OF SUCCESSFUL IMPLEMENTATION**

"In the first year of implementation, we reduced incidents of assault on staff by 90%. Since then, assault on staff has remained low. Our out-of-school suspensions have been reduced by 75% over 5 years."

—John Heiderscheidt, Director of School Safety and Culture, School District U-46, Illinois

84% of educators increased staff confidence to prevent or reduce crisis moments using CPI training consistently for 6 or more years

TechValidate

75-99% decrease in physical restraints and seclusions since implementing CPI training

Lafayette Parish School System, Louisiana

"After implementing CPI training, I have more staff sharing their experiences about being able to verbally de-escalate more effectively."

—Anthony Jacobs, Department of School Safety and Security, Milwaukee Public Schools, Wisconsin